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Destination pre wedding photography.

PHUKET, THAILAND, August 29, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Pre wedding

photography is a new trend in the

photography world. As couple's plan to

settle down with their loved one and

enter a new life with them. This entails

creating their own space in each

other's life. 

It is always said to be a special one and

precious for couples where they can

cherish the memories throughout their

lives.

At the same time, it takes a lot of effort

and time to find the best suitable

photographer who can understand

their feelings and emotions towards

each other. It's a great way for couples

to kickstart their married life by

commemorating the precious

moments' milestones with lovely

pictures of themselves.

Yatish Photography and Films team

helps to create those moments for the

couples. Most importantly, it is not just posing and getting the pictures clicked. Yatish

photography team always discusses, tries and understands the couple's expectations on the

shoot, as it's their lifetime and the most important shoot of their beginning. Unlike in the old

days, we always pre-plan and devise the most innovative ways to make it the perfect one. Yatish

Photography team always recommends booking one at least two months before so that it gives

http://www.einpresswire.com


enough time to both parties to get prepare well in advance.

Furthermore, they always prefer to do the trial shoot of the couple at our place; hence the

couple can relax completely in front of the camera as sometimes the couple can be camera shy,

and it is a good way for an eye break session between the couple and the photographer. This

may also help the photographer to understand the couple and discover their best angles and

positions to make them feel comfortable. Also, it gives the clients an idea of what photography

style will suit them the best. At the same time, having fun and enjoying every moment is the

most important of the period.

The team is always open to suggestions and ideas and tries to work together for smooth

transitions of the shoot.

As professional pre wedding photographers, they are intent on capturing natural moments,

expressions pose and real emotions of the couple. We work on storyboard concepts as well.

Locations play an important role in pre wedding shoots. The marriage couple can either choose

to do their shoot overseas or locally in their resident country. We want to experience the best of

it. Also, they can always choose to shoot in the locations which are close to their heart or

favourite destinations or the places that hold special meaning in their life and for their

relationship.

Always remember to list down the things to do and start doing the couples research on the

same.

The team is always looking forward to working closely with the couple and turning the most into

their dream come true!

Highly recommend hiring Yatish Photography and the team to capture the clients best pre-

wedding shoot to make one turn into a reality.

Shilpa

YKR Yatish Richie Photography
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